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Weak Forms 

Introduction 

Weak forms are an essential feature of English pronunciation in everyday speech. The words which 

often receive weak pronunciations are function or structural words (i.e. words that express grammatical 

relationships). They are generally unstressed, There is a group of about 40 monosyllabic English function 

words that have recognizably at least two realizations: one with a full vowel and no consonantal adjustments, 

for example the conjunction ‘and’ as [ænd], and one with a shortened and neutralized vowel, commonly a 

schwa,and potentially also consonant deletions such as [ən]. The former has been termed the strong form and 

the latter the weak form of such words. 

Weak and strong forms are among the phonological features that are linked to English pronunciation 

problems faced by ESL/EFL learners in so many parts of the world. From observation, it could be noticed that  

the EFL/ESL learners tend to use only strong forms, thus having an impact on their spoken English. The above 

situations predispose ESL learners to the use of all-strong-forms.The inappropriate use of strong forms impacts 

the speech in two dimensions: phonologically and semantically. When a speaker uses only strong forms in 

his/her speech, the utterances become full of tense vowels which disrupts the rhythm of the language. The 

speech loses its musicality and the speaker his/her listener. Semantically speaking,the all-strong-form  use in 

speech mares its intelligibility. 

This phenomenon is due to some reasons; first, the learners do not have any contact with native 

speakers. Second, the EFL/ESL teachers  ignore some phonological aspects and do not ‘like’ handling them in 

their teachings. Not only do the teachers ignore such vital aspects of English language, but also do not use them 

in their daily conversions in classrooms. 

In a stress-timed language such as English, stresses occur at regular intervals. The words which are most 

important (content /lexical words)  for communication of the message, that is, nouns, main verbs, adjectives and 

adverbs, are normally stressed in connected speech. Function words such as auxiliary verbs, modals, 

conjunctions, pronouns, articles, linkers and prepositions are not usually stressed, and are reduced to keep the 

stress pattern regular. Weak forms are syllable sounds that become unstressed in connected speech and are 

often then pronounced as a schwa. Structural words are often pronounced in their weak forms, since they do not 

carry the main content or meaning, and are therefore not normally stressed. 

It has been noticed that the vowels in UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES can suffer reduction, usually to , often 

to , and sometimes to . But what happens if the WHOLE WORD is unstressed?  

In this case, short structural words are often completely unstressed. One of the examples is:  

 

In this sentence, the words "at", "has", "she" and "could" are all unstressed, and have weak vowels:  

       

These are called weak forms.Yet, these are usually pronounced in their citation form, i.e., their strong form  

you've learnt to say /fr m/ and /hæz/ instead of /fr m/ and / z/. 



What happens when a strong form becomes weak? 

This is a detailed review of the different types of changes which structural words undergo when they become weak. For a 

complete look-up table of these changes, try this  

Words which change their strong vowel to  

 Prepositions 

at for from of to 5, 14-16  

 Aux verbs 

am, are, can, do, does, had, has, have, must, shall, should, was, were, will, would, 37-39  

 Adverbs conjunctions articles 

a, an, and, as, but, some, than, that, the, 36  

 Pronouns 

her them us you your 29 

Words which change their strong vowel to ( ) 

be, been, he, him, is, she, we, 33, 35  

Words which change their vowel before vowels: 

 

http://www3.hi.is/~peturk/KENNSLA/02/TOP/weaksLookup.html
file:///M:\weakforms%20Lecture.htm%235%235
file:///M:\weakforms%20Lecture.htm%2314%2314
file:///M:\weakforms%20Lecture.htm%2337%2337
file:///M:\weakforms%20Lecture.htm%2336%2336
file:///M:\weakforms%20Lecture.htm%2329%2329
file:///M:\weakforms%20Lecture.htm%2333%2333
http://www3.hi.is/~peturk/KENNSLA/02/TOP/weaksLookup.html


H-dropping 

 Weak forms which drop their initial h except at the beginning of utterances 

had has had have he her him his 29-35 

When strong, when weak ? 
Quite often, strong forms are used instead of weak forms. The following is a 

summary of when strong forms are likely to occur.  

(a) Normally weak, but strong when stressed 

  foregrounding  

1    Mary has seen him before  

2    Mary has seen him before 

3    Mary has seen him before 

  comparative stress  

4  

    This train isn't coming from London, it's going to London  

  evasion of repetition (deacccenting)  

5    he did it for the people of the city  

6  

   government of the people, for the people, by the people  

7  

   The meal was good, but waiting for the meal was torture   

  citation forms 

8      bigger than me 

9    How do you spell the word "than"?  

10   

    I could do it if you would only stop hassling me 

11    I said "could", not "would"  

12       I said "the tiger", not "a tiger"  

  in front of pauses 

13    

   I'd like to speak to the - whatisname - bloke who sells insurance 

(Note - on the soundclip I say "the - er - bloke" - perhaps the /i/ 

in "the" is a result of the following vowel in "er".) 

(b) weak forms which become strong when final 

  Prepositions and auxiliary verbs are strong at the end of utterances; pronouns 

remain weak: 
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14    

15    

16    

  sometimes strong preceeding final unstressed pronoun: 

17    

18    

19     (see also 40) 

(c) different part of speech 

Some words occur as different parts of speech with different stress and vowel 

quality: 

  that: weak when relative, strong when demonstrative: 

20    

21  -   

that's the man that I saw - the house that I bought is that one 

22    

  some: weak when indefinite, strong when adjectival: 

23    

there are some people waiting outside to see you 

24    

some people always get on my nerves 

  there: strong when adverbial, optionally weak when a dummy subject. Can also 

be weak finally. 

25    

26  ( ... )  

(The sound clip gives both weak and strong forms - you may hear either.) 

  Some verbs can be both auxiliary (weak forms) and main (strong forms): 

27    

28    

  (d) h-dropping 

  Words beginning with h- drop the h when weak, but often retain them at the 

beginning of a sentence  

29 I gave her the letter - Tony went to see his mother 

      

30 His mother came to see him 

      

31 Her mother came to see them 

       

  If dropped h leads to V-V, it may reappear: 
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32 I tried to give her his letter 

       

33 She did it for her brother 

       

but more often this leads to linking r after , , or : 

34    

35    

NOTE: don't drop h's in lexical words! 

(e) conjunctions 

  and, but, than - nearly always weak 

36    

(f) auxiliary verbs 

37 can: ( )   

38 will does:   

39 must was were: 

  

  strong forms finally, like prepositions 

40 can, have:   

  strong when main verbs  

41  see 28 above 

(g) Negatives are always strong 

42   

43    

44  ( )  

(h) structural words which do not have weak 

forms: 

how if in on off then they up what when where 

 
their does not have a weak form in RP, although you may sometimes hear a weak 

form before words beginning with a vowel (e.g. "their own"). In GA this weak 

form occurs before consonants too. 

They is never weak. But them has a weak form and may even lose the initial 

consonant - or . 
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Activities 

Activity one 

 

Activity two 

 

 

Activity  four : Fill in the weak forms in the phonetic transcriptions. Use only ə, ɪ, i & u. 

a) ‘Have you seen the time?‘ 

| h___v j___ si:n ð___ taim | 

b) ‘What have you done today?’ 



| wɒt ___v j___ dʌn t___dei | 

c) ‘That was really annoying.‘ 

| ðæt w___z rɪəl___ ___nɔɪj___ŋ | 

d) Your bike has got a puncture. 

| j___ baɪk ___z gɒt ___ pʌŋtʃ___ | 

e) ‘Shall we go to the pub for a beer? 

| ʃ___l w___ gəʊ t___ ð___ pʌb f___r ___ bɪə | 

f) Most of them have finished. 

| məʊst ___v ð___m ___v fɪn___ʃt | 

Actvity five : Mark the stress patterns of the word groups. Draw a line through the weak form words. Pay 

special attention to the pronunciation of the weak form words in the sentences. 

Example: in fact all of you      .  -  -  .  .   

 

1. at the end of the morning     _________________ 
2. you will all be able to …                _________________ 
3. from the college office                _________________ 
4. at nine o'clock in the morning                _________________ 
5. at four o'clock in the afternoon               _________________ 
6. most of you                 _________________ 
7. from nine in the morning     _________________ 
8. till eight in the evening                 _________________ 
9. open at the same times                 _________________  
10. sports clubs and examinations.                _________________ 
 

Activity six : Transcribe phonemically the whole sentences. 

1.I want her to park that car over there. 

2.To come to the point, what shall we do for the rest of the week ? 

3. Has anyone got an idea where it came from ? 

4.She can do a lot but her parents didn’t want her so. 

5. Is it Ann or you who sent that email to my friend ?  
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